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Opera 60 "Reborn" Browser Enters Beta with Crypto Wallet in Sidebar, Revamped UI[1]

Opera Software announced today the general availability of the first beta release of their
upcoming Opera 60 (a.k.a. Reborn 3) web browser for all supported platforms, including
Windows, Linux, and macOS.
Opera 60 is the next major release of the Chromium-based web browser, featuring a refreshed
user interface with light and dark themes that are inspired by high-key and low-key lighting
photography, revamped tabs to make them stand out of the crowd, and more minimalist, yet
fully functional design.

LibreOffice Conference 2018 second room videos [2]

We?ve finished editing and uploading almost all the videos from the second room of the
LibreOffice Conference 2018 in Tirana, Albania.

New service mesh emerges from the creators of gRPC and Istio [3]

The creators of gRPC and Istio have created a new enterprise-grade service mesh that is
launching today. Tetrate is built on top of Istio and Envoy, and adds enterprise-grade
scalability, performance, and ecosystem adapters. Envoy is a network load balancer for
microservices, while Istio is a service mesh that acts as a control plane layer over Istio.

Tetrate Launched, Google Chrome 73 Released, Godot 3.1 Is Now Available, Enroll to Try Android Q Beta, and Pi Day Live
Stream Event and Contest [4]

Tetrate, a new enterprise-grade service mesh from the creators of gRPC and Istio, launched
yesterday. Varun Talwar, CEO of Tetrate and formerly co-creator of Istio at Google, says
"Tetrate's mission is to create a secure and flexible application networking layer to help
enterprises transition from their decades-old rigid networking stack. Our tools and
technologies will help customers with availability and manageability of their applications as
they undergo this transformation." In addition, "Tetrate is launching with $12.5 million in
funding from Dell Technologies Capital, as well as from participating investors 8VC, Intel
Capital, Rain Capital, and Samsung NEXT." It also plans to use the funding to "extend its
open-source leadership and further contribute to the open-source community". See this ITOps
Times article for more information.
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